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YOUR INNOVATION
ENGINE NEEDS
A POWERFUL IT
AUTOMATION ENGINE

No matter what your business, you’re in the software business. Technology is your
innovation engine, and delivering your applications faster can help you win. Historically, that required a
lot of manual effort and complicated coordination. But today, there is Ansible—the simple, yet powerful,
IT automation engine that thousands of companies are using to drive their DevOps initiatives.

AUTOMATION CREATES TIME
Let’s be honest: repetitive tasks should be automated. With Ansible
automation, one admin can learn Ansible quickly and manage two, three

“Ansible is amazing.

or even four times as many machines as they could manually. That extra

It’s already allowed

time and effort can now be spent on new initiatives, new upgrades, or new
applications. Ansible helps your existing team scale to tackle new things by
freeing them from mundane things.

ANSIBLE AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

us to save at least
10-15 hours per
week managing
our systems.”

No matter where you are in the organization, or how technical—Ansible gives
you a common language to describe your IT infrastructure. It’s easy-to-learn,
self-documenting and doesn’t require a grad-level computer science degree
to read. Automation shouldn’t be more complex than the tasks it’s replacing.

COMMUNITY POWERED
Ansible is the most popular open source automation tool on GitHub today with more than a quarter
million downloads per month. With over 1,100 contributors submitting new modules all the time, you
can rest assured that what you are trying to automate is covered in Ansible already, or will be soon.

Learn more at ansible.com

“Ansible Tower

ENTERPRISE READY
Ansible Tower allows you to harness the powerful Ansible automation

has allowed us

engine in your enterprise. Tower adds the control, security, auditability and

to provide better

delegation features that allow you to operationalize automation throughout

operations and

IT. Provision new systems. Configure and update existing machines. Deploy

security to our

new applications. Perform rolling upgrades with zero downtime. No matter
what you are trying to accomplish, Ansible is up to the task—and Ansible

clients. It has also
increased our

Tower is there to control and secure it all.

efficiency as a team.”

Thousands of companies are using Ansible to innovate faster. What are you
waiting for? From provisioning in the cloud, to configuration management, to
application deployment, to complex environment orchestration. When your team
has the power of Tower, they can automate—and your business can innovate.

Simple

Agentless

Powerful

• Uses YMAL for playbooks
• No special coding skills needed
• Fast learning curve

• Uses OpenSSH
• No extra code to manage
• Ready for cloud-scale

• App deployment
• Orchestration
• Configuration management

Ansible

Open Source

Ansible Enterprise Automation

Ansible
Tower

Control

Security

Delegation

• Centralized job runs
• Job scheduling
• Automation dashboard

• Role-Based Access Control
• Delegation of credentials/keys
• Audit trail for automation

• Push-button job execution
• Delegation of credentials and keys
• Surveys for easy job configuration

ANSIBLE TOWER IS THE BEST WAY TO RUN ANSIBLE IN YOUR ORGANIZATION
Try all the features of Ansible Tower now for free at ansible.com/tower

Ansible has thousands of users, hundreds of customers and over 1,000 community contributors.
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